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Event report Enzed CMC Round five

BIRTHDAY

I
t’s not strange — not even in the slightest. 
There is absolutely no reason to doubt the 
attraction of a combination of noise, beauty, 
and thrills, and that is exactly why the Enzed 

Central Muscle Cars (CMC) was the centrepiece 
of a race meeting at the Timaru International 
Motor Raceway.
If Enzed CMC was coming, then South 
Canterbury Car Club would make something 
special out of the meeting that would celebrate 
the 50th birthday of the venue. This would be 
an opportunity for the CMC teams to race on a 
highly technical and fast circuit — and, to top it 
off, neither the club nor the majority of its drivers 
had ever raced there before. 
When the crews arrived at the circuit, the 
welcome from South Canterbury Car Club was 
at its famous best. These people are renowned 
for their hospitality and easy-going nature. They 
are also, like all the members of club-run circuits, 
extremely passionate about the sport.
Even the little things that often get taken for 
granted were on offer to CMC — take the pit area, 
for example, which was a brilliantly organized, tight 
grouping rather than a scattered and messy long 
line. It also backed directly onto one of the many 
grass viewing banks — a superb bonus that allowed 
crews the perfect spot for track viewing. From the 
moment the teams started coming through the 
gate, marvellous things were happening.

Of course, all fluff aside, the teams were there to 
race — to continue their chase for championship 
glory, while entertaining the living crap out of 
people. And yes, they were successful at doing that.
When it came to examining the points chase 
for the Group 1 cars, things became interesting. 
A couple of front runners — John Midgley and 
Shane Wigston — were unable to make the event 
due to work commitments. This meant that 
Clarke Hopkins and Dean Perkins would not only 
have fewer competitors to fight, but also that 
their points haul — if they drove well — would be 
highly advantageous. However, they both knew 
that they would not have free rein — nor should 
they. The club’s doctrine is that they race for 
chocolate fish. Yeah, right — that’s the outside 
talk. The truth is that they are competitors, which 
means that it’s all about being up front. 
However, Hopkins and Perkins would have 
to deal with a couple of new speed bumps; 
two very experienced drivers have joined the 
fray this season: Messieurs Fogg and Gardiner. 
Those two actually know each other very well, 
as Hugh Gardiner was Angus Fogg’s co-driver 
during the endurance rounds of the short-lived 
V8 SuperTourers category. Most New Zealand 
motorsport followers have got to know Foggy’s 
antics and abilities across the years, watching 
him drive anything with wheels and a motor, but 
Gardiner is one of those competitors who slip 
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under the radar. Among his many accolades, he’s 
a Porsche GT3 Champion, and he recently won 
the New Zealand Endurance Championship. He is 
fast and clinical, and, once he and his team dial up 
the Camaro, he will take the chequered-flag glory 
away from others. These two drivers are, without 
argument, a welcome presence in the field, making 
the others drivers work harder for their spoils than 
ever before. It makes for simply brilliant racing.
There are more names hunting down the current 
points leaders; Bruce Anderson, Grant Dalton, and 
Greg Honnor are key mentions for that battle. They 
spent the entire weekend forcing the best from 
other competitors, and that was one of the reasons 
that veteran motorsport journalist Allan Dick said 
after the Timaru round, “Central Muscle Cars is the 
best, most exciting, and most promotable class of 
racing in New Zealand at the moment.” 

There were also plaudits from two of 
New Zealand’s most established motorsport 
photographers, Terry Marshall and Euan Cameron. 
Both of those chaps have taken photos of race 
cars since, well, since race cars. They’ve seen it all, 
and when the racing was over, Marshall said, “That 
is motorsport at its finest.” Cameron was equally 
enthusiastic.
Clearly, all the cars and their drivers have merit, and 
every single one of those drivers is out there to race 
himself as well as the others. After every session, 
they all study their lap times, and those figures are 
important to them. Drivers are fastidious about 
their lap times, often to the point at which the final 
placing is secondary. Shane Johnson was a perfect 
example of this, saying, “In the handicapped race 
two, I got swamped by the big boys but I also got 
into the nines so I’m really happy about that.”

IT MAKES 
FOR SIMPLY 
BRILLIANT 

RACING

Sometimes, however, as anyone involved in 
motorsport knows, things don’t go so sweetly. 
Race three was red-flagged when Paul Boden in his 
black Camaro had a spin during the exceptionally 
fast tarmac segment of turns one, two, and three. 
Those three curves link together so quickly that 
a mistake can be very costly — and it was in his 
case. He spun, and Sean Fowler was caught out 
by the action, both cars suffering damage that 
was not repairable in the garages. However, in the 
true spirit of the club, as soon as the cars were 
trucked back from the track to the tents, people 
were ripping them apart and offers were coming 
in from spectators who had local workshops — all 
willing to help get the cars ready for the following 
weekend at Ruapuna. Exceptional stuff, really!
Bruce Anderson was caught up in the melee as 
well — kind of. His Mustang started to falter on 
the same lap, so he quickly pulled into the pits for 
his crew to take a look. The problem was that he 
returned to the track just after the red flag. Initially, 
he was given a did-not-finish (DNF), as 75 per 
cent of the race hadn’t been completed and the 
results were collated from positions of the last lap. 
However, after much deliberation and discussion 
with officials after the race, the calculations 
showed that he was still on the track racing at that 
time. Crisis averted. 
The red flag did produce a rare moment in the 
category, with Group 2 cars taking first and second 
place. Granted, they still had two laps remaining 
if the race had gone its full distance, but, even 
though the Group 1 machines are blisteringly 
quick and potentially may have caught them, it 
didn’t, and the results stand: Bruce Kett for the win, 
Steve Noyer as runner-up. 
There was other glory at the meeting as well — 
although it may be short-lived. Calvin Andrew, in 
the Enzed-sponsored Commodore, grabbed the 
chequered-flag spoils from the second race of the 
meet. It was a handicap start, and the calculations 
to set the grids’ timed starts were exactly right. 
Calvin raced hard and clean to cut across the line 
first, but he did break out of his lap times, and it’s 
highly likely that a time penalty will be placed on 
him.
Cam Crawford also felt the joys of a podium, with 
a third-place finish in race two. The big man in 
the big wagon was simply over the moon with the 
entire weekend. 
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“I couldn’t be happier,” he exclaimed. “Everything is 
perfect. I’m having a great time here in Timaru. So 
many families have travelled south to be a part of it 
— awesome atmosphere and awesome racing!”
On the flip side, one of the category’s regular 
performers was — to put it simply — not. 
Clarke Hopkins was struggling — not just with 
the heat, but also with the car and the track. The 
entire combination was making for a difficult 
weekend. He and Grant Dalton seemed to be 
the only ones running in cool suits, which would 
have been extremely helpful in the sweltering 
heat, but it wasn’t enough to fix Hopkins’ times 
on the track.
“I don’t know,” he stated despondently. “Sure, it’s 
my first time here — like most of the others — but 
I’m really struggling. I just can’t get the car to flow 
with me. It’s not good.”
What Hopkins was going through is simply part 
of the highs and lows of motorsport. Many have 
gone through it; he won’t be the last. 
There was, however, one particular car and driver 
on the opposite side of the fence. Again, all the 
cars are exceptionally well prepared and presented 
— as the trackside commentators pointed out: 
“The Central Muscle Cars are next level”. However, 
one was stealing the show. It’s a black and gold 
Mustang, it shoots flames, and it was taking lap 
records. Angus Fogg was a showstopper. 
With a pole, three wins, and a lap record, Fogg 
undeniably had a successful couple of days at the 
track. He loves the Timaru circuit, and his lap times 
were in general two seconds quicker than anyone 
else’s. It would be fair enough to expect this — Fogg 

built the car, he knows it; therefore, even though it 
is still track-fresh, he has quickly worked out how to 
set it up for his style of driving, and for Timaru.
“I don’t know what it is about this place, but I 
always go well here,” said a hot and sweaty Fogg 
immediately after the last race. “The car is running 
perfectly, and, even after a spin on the last race, 
I was able to make ground back for the win — a 
dream weekend, really.”
In saying all this, there are lessons to be learned — 
by all parties. Fogg has come into a club that has 
a low tolerance for anything that isn’t clean, and 
there have been a few too many touches. To put 
it simply: in Enzed CMC, rubbing is not racing. 

Fogg is picking up on it all, though. “I’m learning 
what people are up to, and I’ll take a rap for it.”
In all fairness, Fogg has come from a different 
racing scenario. Spending so many years in a place 
where aggression is quite common, it may take 
some weeding out, but it is also a place where 
awareness of those around you is extremely high 
— and that positive knowledge by proxy will be 
injected into the field. Knowing when to hold your 
line and when to yield is a craft, and it can be done 
without trading paint colours. 
As we go to print, round six of the series 
is just days away, and we’re sure it’ll be 
another scorcher! 


